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Jinx Hamilton walks out the front door of her store in Briar Hollow on a Sunday morning only to find
her werecat neighbor and boyfriend, Chase McGregor, staring at a dead man. Under the best of
circumstances, a corpse complicates things, but Jinx has other problems. Is her trusted mentor lying
to her? Have dangerous magical artifacts been placed inside the shop? Join Jinx and her best
friend Tori for the fourth adventure in the Jinx Hamilton Mysteries as they race to catch a killer and
find out what's going on literally under their noses.
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I stayed up until dawn to finish this book, annoyed when I caught myself dozing. So when my Kindle
(my best friend) flashed this page up, I was horrified. I hadn't prepared myself to re-enter life. To
leave the multifaceted magical world of Jinx and Tori. Such a cozy ragtag team of chosen family, set
both in our world and one providing sanctuary to magical beings. There is a rather abrupt cliff
hanger, but I still wouldn't ready to leave these characters. I love the authors' use of fun factoids for
which my Kindle has this great Search the Web action that only needs one tap to discover the

historical documentation, such as there really is a Patron Saint for the unattractive! I am not a
Catholic, but hey, the medal wasn't that expensive and besides he is also the Patron of coffee, so
clearly I had to have the talisman in sterling silver. The author hits a perfect balance between a
warm mystery cozy, a science fiction fantasy and a G rated romance. Be sure to read the books in
order, the collective brain of Juliette Harper is ever so worthy.

This is one of my favorite series. It is an exciting, enjoyable story chock full of supernatural beings.
The main character is Jinx a witch and her best friend Tori, an alchemist. Jinx and Tori are being
trained by ancient fae. Working with them are a corporeal ghost, a newly minted Barbie-sized witch,
a sentiment rat, a brownie and many others. Danger comes from dark beings and those who have
been embed with magic by the dark beings.The characters are well-developed and enjoyable. I can
hardly wait for the next book.

Have read the series and loved it. LOVE Jinx and Tori and their lives just keep getting more
magically complex. The book views two worlds--ours and an alternate world with portals into it, just
for magical beings. Plus there is this basement in Jinx's store that goes right to it. But the basement
itself is just so cool--complete with a lair! Love the shape shifters and Fae in this one. Near the end
of the series, we find out a lot about Jinx's father and his knowledge of magic and the price he and
her mom had to pay. Really want to read more.

Good plot but with some questions unanswered. Will Chase and Jinx find magical way to bring them
back together. Also what is the story with. Centerfield and Ionescu and Jinx And Chase. The story
flowed nicely. Loved Glory. But what happened to the chess board?

A great read! There is something magic about how Juliette Harper writes. I can't resist. The stories
are interesting the characters appealing and the endings satisfying. I'm impatient for the next book
in this series!

Harper is the one who knows how to paint wonderful pictures with words. Her people come to life
(even the dead ones). I could not stop reading until book four ended. Than I felt like I was leaving
my best friends behind. Keep writing more about Jinx and her friends!

The entire Jinx Hamilton series is delightful! I read all four in less than a week. The characters are

relatable and nuanced. They feel like friends, which is wonderful and rare! The background and
settings are so well thought out that it makes it simple to imagine everything. The supernatural
elements are not over the top and they all serve a purpose and show characters growth and
challenges. The stories have such a natural rhythm to them that I'd read half the book without
realizing it. Whereas many books, especially the free or Kindle Unlimited ones, are good but not
nearly as engaging or well edited. Looking forward to the next two one!!

Loved this series. Keeps you involved from the beginning and you can't wait to read the next one at
the end!!I have read them all and am waiting not so patiently for the new one to come out!!!Please
hurry Juliette!!!!
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